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Abstract. Program calculation, being a programming technique that derives programs from specification by means of formula manipulation, is a challenging activity. It requires human insights and creativity, and needs systems to help human to focus on clever parts of the derivation by automating tedious ones and verifying correctness of transformations. Different from many existing systems, we show in this paper that Coq, a popular theorem prover, provides a cheap way to implement a powerful system to support program calculation, which has not been recognized so far. We design and implement a set of tactics for the Coq proof assistant to help the user to derive programs by program calculation and to write proofs in calculational form. The use of these tactics is demonstrated through program calculations in Coq based on the theory of lists.
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Introduction



Programming is the art of designing efficient programs that meet their specifications. There are two approaches. The first approach consists of constructing a program and then proving that the program meets its specification. However, the verification of a (big) program is rather difficult and often neglected by many programmers in practice. The second approach is to construct a program and its correctness proof hand in hand, therefore making a posteriori program verification unnecessary. Program calculation [1–3], following the second approach, is a style of programming technique that derives programs from specifications by means of formula manipulation: calculations that lead to the program are carried out in small steps so that each individual step is easily verified. More concretely, in program calculation, specification could be a program that straightforwardly solves the problem, and it is rewritten into a more and more efficient one without changing the meaning by application of calculation rules (theorems). If the program before transformation is correct, then the one after transformation is guaranteed to be correct because the meaning of the program is preserved by the transformation. Bird-Meertens Formalism (BMF) [1,4], proposed in late 1980s, is a very useful program calculus for representing (functional) programs, manipulating programs



through equational reasoning, and constructing calculation rules (theorems). Not only many general theories such as the theory of list [4] and the theory of trees [5] have been proposed, but also a lot of useful specific theories have been developed for dynamic programming [6], parallelization [7], etc. Program calculation with BMF, however, is not mechanical: it is a challenging activity that requires creativity. As a simple example, consider that we want to develop a program that computes the maximum value from a list of numbers and suppose that we have had an insert-sorting program to sort a list. Then a straightforward solution to the problem is to sort a list in descending order and then get the first element: maximum = hd ◦ sort. However, it is not efficient because it takes at least the time of sort. Indeed, we can calculate a linear program from this solution by induction on the input list. If the input is a singleton list [a], we have maximum [a] =



{ def. of maximum }



(hd ◦ sort) [a] =



{ def. of function composition }



hd (sort [a]) =



{ def. of sort }



hd [a] =



{ def. of hd }



a Otherwise the input is a longer list of the form a :: x whose head element is a and tail part is x, and we have maximum (a :: x) =



{ def. of maximum }



hd (sort (a :: x)) =



{ def. of sort }



hd (if a > hd(sort x) then a :: sort x else hd(sort x) :: insert a (tail(sort x))) =



{ by if law }



if a > hd(sort x) then hd(a : sort x) else hd(hd(sort x) :: insert a (tail(sort x))) =



{ def. of hd }



if a > hd(sort x) then a else hd(sort x) =



{ def. of maximum }



if a > maximum x then a else maximum x =



{ define x ↑ y = if x > y then x else y }



a ↑ (maximum x) Consequently we derive the following linear program: maximum [a] =a maximum (a :: x) = a ↑ (maximum x)



In this derivation, we transform the program by equational reasoning via unfolding definition of functions and applying some existing calculation laws (rules). Sometimes, we even need to develop new calculations to capture important transformation steps. This calls for an environment, and much effort has been devoted to development of systems to support correct and productive program calculation. Examples are KIDS [8], MAG [9], Yicho [10], and so on. In general, this kind of environments should (1) support interactive development of programs by equational reasoning so that users can focus on his/her creative steps, (2) guarantee correctness of the derived program by automatically verifying each calculation step, (3) support development of new calculation rules so that mechanical derivation steps can be easily packed, and (4) make development process easy to maintain (i.e., development process should be well documented.). In fact, developing such a system from scratch is hard and time-consuming, and there are few systems that are really widely used. The purpose of this paper is to show that Coq [11], a popular theorem prover, provides a cheap way to implement a powerful system for program calculation, which has not been recognized so far. Coq is an interactive proof assistant for the development of mathematical theories and formally certified software. It is based on a theory called the calculus of inductive constructions, a variant of type theory. Appendix A provides a very short introduction to Coq. Although little attention has been paid on using Coq for program calculation, Coq itself is indeed a very powerful tool for program development. First, we can use dependent types to describe specifications in different levels. For instance, we can write the specification for sort by sort : ∀x : list nat, ∃y : list nat, (sorted (y) ∧ permutation(x, y)) saying that for any x, a list of natural numbers, there exists a sorted list y that is a permutation of x, and we, who want to use sort, would write the following specification for maximum: maximum : ∃⊕ : nat → nat → nat, hd ◦ sort = foldr1 (⊕) saying that the straightforward solution hd ◦ sort can be transformed into a foldr1 program. Note that foldr1 is a similar higher order function to foldr , but it is applied to nonempty lists. Second, one can use Coq to describe rules for equational reasoning with dependent types again. Here are two simple calculation rules, associativity of the append operation, and distributivity of the map functions. Lemma appAssoc : ∀(A : T ype) (l m n : list A), (l ++ m) ++ n = l ++ (m ++ n) Lemma mapDist : ∀(A B C : T ype) (f : B → C) (g : A → B), map f ◦ map g = map (f ◦ g) Third, one can use Coq to prove theorems and extract programs from the proofs. For example, one can prove the specification for maximum in Coq. The proof



script, however, is usually difficult to read compared with the calculation previously introduced. This is one of the main problem of using Coq for program calculation. In this paper, we shall report our first attempt of designing and implementing a Coq tactic library (of only about 200 lines of tactic codes), with which one can perform correct program calculations in Coq, utilize all the theories in Coq for his calculation, and develop new calculation rules, laws and theorems. Section 2 shows an example of the calculation for maximum in Coq. A more interesting use of these tactics are demonstrated by an implementation of the Bird’s calculational theory of lists in Coq. All the codes of the library and applications (as well as the maximum example with a classic proof script) are available at the following web page: https://traclifo.univ-orleans.fr/SDPP. The organization of the paper is as follows. First we discuss the design and implementation of a set of tactics for supporting program calculation and writing proofs in calculational form in Section 2. Then, we demonstrate an interesting application of calculation in Section 3. Finally, we discuss the related work in Section 4 and conclude the paper in Section 5.
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Coq Tactics for Program Calculation



This section starts with an overview of tactics we provide and with a demonstration of how they are used in calculation; it is followed by details about the implementation of the tactics in Coq. 2.1



Overview of available tactics



We provide a set of tactics to perform program calculation in Coq. We can use it in two ways: either we want to transform a program but we don’t know what the final result will be; or we want to prove a program equivalent to another program. Let’s take the example of maximum 4 presented in introduction. We will first illustrate the case in which we don’t know the final result with the singleton list case; then we will illustrate a calculation which just proves the equality between two known programs with the case in which the list has the form a::x. In the case of a singleton list, we want a function f such that ∀a, maximum d [a] = f a; this is expressed by the type {f | ∀a d, maximum d [a] = f a} of maximum singleton in what is following. Definition maximum singleton : {f | ∀a d, maximum d [a] = f a}. Begin. LHS = { by def maximum} (hd d (sort [a]) ). 4



maximum d l is defined by hd d (sort l) where hd d l is the function returning the head of the list l, or d if l is an empty list.



= { by def sort; simpl if } (hd d [a]). = { by def hd } a. []. Defined.



The Begin. tactic starts the session by doing some technical preparation of the Coq system which will be detailed later (sect. 2.3). Thus then the user specifies by the LHS tactic that he wants to transform the Left Hand Side of the equation maximum d [a] = f a. If he had wanted to transform the right hand side of the equation he would have used the RHS tactic, or BOTH SIDE tactic to transform the whole equation. By using = { by def maximum} (hd d (sort [a]) ).



the user specifies that the left hand side should be replaced by hd d (sort [a]), and that this transformation is correct by the definition of maximum. For the next transformation, the equality between the term hd d (sort [a]) and the term hd d [a] cannot be proved by the only definition of sort: it also needs some properties over the relation “greater than” used in the definition of sort. The user-defined tactic simpl if which, in a sense, helps to determinate the value of sort [a], is necessary. Actually, we can place here any necessary tactic sequence to prove the equality. Once we achieve a satisfying form for our program, we can use []. to end the transformation. In case the list has the form a::x, we want to prove that maximum d (a::x) is equal to if a ?> (maximum a x) then a else maximum a x5 . Lemma maximum over list : ∀a x d, maximum d (a::x) = if a?> (maximum a x) then a else maximum a x. Begin. LHS = { by def maximum} (hd d (sort (a::x)) ). = { unfold sort } ( hd d ( let x’:=(sort x) in if a ?> (hd a x’) then a :: x’ else (hd a x’):: (insert a (tail x’)) ) ). ={ rewrite (if law (hd d)) } (let x’:= (sort x) in if a ?> hd a x’ then hd d (a :: x’) else hd d (hd a x’ :: insert a (tail x’))) . ={ by def hd; simpl if } (let x’ := sort l in 5



In Coq, > is defined as a relation, thus we use ?> which is a boolean function



if a ?> hd a x’ then a else hd a x’) . ={ by def maximum} (if a?> (maximum a x) then a else maximum a x). []. Qed.



As previously we use Begin. to start the session. Then, left hand side of the equation is transformed using the definitions of programs and a program transformation law, if law. This law states that for any function f, f applied to an if C then g1 else g2 statement is equal to the statement if C then f g1 else f g2. [] ends the proof if the two terms of the equation are convertible. To get the full code for the linear version of maximum, we have to manually pose a new lemma stating that linear maximum6 is equal to maximum. This can be proved easily using previous lemmas. 2.2



More advanced use



For the previous example we use the Coq equality but we can also use the system with a user-defined equality. For doing so we use the Setoid module from the standard library which allows to declare an equivalence relation. Let us take the extensional equivalence relation between function defined by Definition ext eq A B (f : A →B) (g : A →B) := ∀a, f a = g a.



Theorems ext eq refl, ext eq sym and ext eq trans which state that ext eq is respectively reflexive, symmetric and transitive can be proved easily. With Setoid we can declare extensional equality as a user-defined equality by the following code: Add Parametric Relation (A B:Type) : (A→B) (@ext eq A B ) reflexivity proved by (@ext eq refl A B) symmetry proved by (@ext eq sym A B) transitivity proved by (@ext eq trans A B) as ExtEq.



Afterward, we will denote @ext eq A B f1 f2 by f1 == f2, the arguments A and B being implicit. Once we have declared our relation, it can automatically be used by tactics like reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity or rewrite which are normally used with Coq equality. However, if we know that f1==f2, then for any F, and we want to rewrite F f1 into F f2 with rewrite tactic, we need to declare F as a morphism for ==. For example the function composition Definition comp (A B C : Type) (f : B→C) (g : A →B) := fun (x:A) ⇒f (g x),



is a morphism for == for its two arguments f and g. This means that 6



linear maximum d l := match l with | nil ⇒d | a::l’ ⇒if a?> (linear maximum a l’) then a else linear maximum a l’ end.



∀f1 f2 g, f1 == f2 →comp f1 g == comp f2 g



and that ∀f1 f2 g, f1 == f2 →comp g f1 == comp g f2.



This is implemented by: Add Parametric Morphism A B C : (@comp A B C ) with signature (@extensional equality B C) =⇒ eq =⇒(@extensional equality A C ) as compMorphism. Proof. ... Qed. Add Parametric Morphism A B C :( @comp A B C ) with signature (eq) =⇒ (@extensional equality A B ) =⇒ (@extensional equality A C ) as compMorphism2. Proof. ... Qed.



And here is an example of use: Lemma assoc rewriting : ∀(A : Type) (f : A→A) (g : A→A), ((map f):o:(map f):o:(map g):o:(map g)) == (map(f:o:f):o:map (g:o:g)). Begin. LHS ={ rewrite comp assoc} ( (map f :o: map f ) :o: map g :o: map g ) . ={rewrite (map map fusion f f) } ( map (f:o: f) :o: map g :o: map g). ={rewrite (map map fusion g g) } ( map (f:o: f) :o: map (g :o: g) ). []. Qed.



The :o: is a notation for the function composition, comp assoc states that function composition is associative and map map fusion states that map f :o: map g == map (f :o: g).



We can see here that once the relation and the morphism are declared we can use the tactics as if it was the Leibniz equality. 2.3



Behind the scene



The Coq system allows the definition of syntax extensions for tactics, using Tactic Notation. These extensions associate an interleaving of new syntactic elements and formal parameters (tactics or terms) to a potentially complex sequence of tactics. For example, ={ta} t1. is defined by



Tactic Notation (at level 2) ”=” ”{”tactic(t) ”}” constr(e) := ... .



where tactic(t) specify that the formal parameter t is a tactic and constr(e) specify that the formal parameter e has to be interpreted as a term. Our notation ={ta} t1., asserts that the term t1 is equivalent to the goal (or part of the goal) and proves it using the tactic ta (followed by reflexivity). Then, the goal is rewritten according to the newly proved equivalence. The Begin. tactic introduces all premises and then inspects the goal. If the goal is existentially quantified, we use the eexists tactic which allows to delay the instantiation of existentially quantified variables. This delaying permits to transform the goal until we know what value should have this variable. The LHS and RHS tactics first verify that the form of the goal is R a b and that R is a registered equivalence relation. Then they memorize a state used by our notations to know on which part of the goal they must work. As the term at the right or left hand side of the equivalence can be fully contained in the other side of the equation, we have to protect it so that it remain untouched when rewriting is done by the transformation tactics on the opposite side. To protect it, we use the tactic set which replaces a given term (here the side we want to protect) by a variable and adds a binding of this variable with the given term in the context. When registering the relation ext eq as ExtEq, ExtEq is proved to be an instance of the type class Equivalence ex eq. Type classes are a mechanism for having functions overloading in functional languages and are widely used in the module Setoid. They are defined in details in [12]; here, we only need to know that if there is a declared instance of the class Equivalence with parameter R, Equivalence R can be proved only by using the tactic typeclasses eauto. We use this to check that the goal has the right form so that we can be sure that our transformations produce an equivalent program. Memorisation mechanism. As seen above, our tactics need to memorize informations, but coq does not provide a mechanism to memorize informations between tactic applications. So we introduce a dependent type which carries the informations we want to save. This type memo, with a unique constructor mem, is defined by Inductive memo (s: state) : Prop := mem : memo s ., state being an inductive type defining the informations we want to memorize. The memorization of a state s can now be done by posing mem : memo s.



We define a shortcut Tactic Notation ”memorize”constr(s) := pose ( mem



: memo s).



which abstracts the memorization mechanism. To access to the memorized informations, we use pattern matching over hypothesis. The main limitation of this mechanism is that we have no way to memorize informations from one (sub-)goal to another. Indeed our mechanism memorize



informations by adding a variable to the context but the life-time of interactively added variables is limited to current (sub-)goal. Until now this limitation has not been problematic for our system, but if we want to overcome this later, we would have to develop our system as a coq plugin.
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Application: BMF in Coq



In this section, we demonstrate the power and usefulness of our Coq tactics library for program calculation through a complete encoding of the lecture note on theory of lists (i.e., Bird-Meertens Formalisms for program calculation, or BMF for short) [4], so that all the definitions, theorems, and calculations in the lecture note can be checked by Coq and guaranteed to be correct. Our encoding7 , about 4000 lines of Coq codes (using our library), contains about 70 definitions (functions and properties) and about 200 lemmas and theorems. In our encoding, we need to pay much attention when doing calculation in Coq. First, we have to translate partial functions into total ones because Coq can only deal with total functions. Second, we should explore different views of lists, being capable of treating lists as snoc lists or join lists, while implementing them upon the standard cons lists. Third, we should be able to code restrictions on functions that are to be manipulated. In the following, we give some simple examples to show the flavor of our encoding, before explaining how to deal with the above issues. 3.1



Examples



To give a flavor of how we encode BMF in Coq, let us see some examples. Using Coq, we do not need to introduce a new abstract syntax to define functions. Rather we introduce new notations or define functions directly in Coq syntaxe. For example, the following defines the filter function (and its notation) for keeping the list elements that satisfy a condition and the concat function for flattening a list of lists. Fixpoint filter (A : Type) (p : A→bool) (l:list A) : list A := match l with | nil ⇒nil | x :: l ⇒ if p x then x :: (filter l) else filter l end.



Fixpoint concat (A : Type) (xs : list (list A)) : list A := match xs with | nil ⇒nil | x :: xs’ ⇒app x (concat xs’) end.



Notation ”p 
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